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BRICKS Workshop Series



CAPSTONES

1. Capstone or
Culminating
Experience (2)

2 
HRS

PILLARS

1. *Humanities:
Texts and
Contexts (3)

2. *Humanities:
Arts (3)

3. *Natural 
Sciences (3)

4. *Social or
Behavioral 
Sciences (3)

12 
HRS

FOUNDATIONS

1. *Written
Communication (3)

2. Advanced Writing (3)
3. *Quantitative

Reasoning (3)
4. Intercultural

Explorations (2)

11 
HRS

ARCHES

9 
HRS

1. *Constructed
World (3)

2. *Natural World
(3)

3. *Connected
World (3)

BRIDGES

4 
HRS

1. Speaking &
Listening (1)

2. Diversity &
Practice (1)

3. Ethics &
Reasoning (1)

4. Learning &
Doing (1)

BRICKS: General Education Program (38 hours)

* All options must be OTM-approved.

Diversity & Practice: 
 1+ credit hour
 Any UG level
 Any discipline



Learning Outcomes
Diversity & Practice courses are expected to provide teaching and learning opportunities to achieve all six 
intercultural knowledge and competence learning outcomes. Consistent with AAC&U’s (2009) VALUE rubrics, 
OHIO defines intercultural knowledge and competence as “a set of cognitive, affective, and behavioral skills and 
characteristics that support effective and appropriate interaction in a variety of cultural contexts.”

Cultural self-
awareness

Cultural worldwide 
frameworks

Empathy

Verbal and non-
verbal 
communications

Curiosity

Openness

• Students will be able to articulate insights about one’s own cultural rules and biases.

• Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of the complexity of elements 
important to members of another culture in relation to its history, values, politics, 
communication styles, economy, or beliefs and practices.

• Students will be able to interpret intercultural experience from their own and others’ 
worldview and to act in a supportive manner that recognizes the feelings of another 
cultural group.

• Students will be able to demonstrate an understanding of cultural differences in 
verbal and non-verbal communication and to negotiate a shared understanding 
based on those differences.

• Students will be able to ask complex questions of other cultures and to articulate 
answers to these questions that reflect multiple cultural perspectives.

• Students will be able to initiate and develop interactions with culturally different 
others while suspending judgment in valuing interactions with culturally different 
others.



Content Suggestions
Unlike other common goal learning outcomes, intercultural knowledge and competence (IKC) includes 
cognitive, affective, and behavioral learning outcomes.  In other words, students should be provided 
teaching and learning opportunities to think, feel, and do within an intercultural context. This slide 
provides examples of intercultural knowledge and competence key words, course topics, and key grade 
factors.
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Bridge Course Options

All Bridge courses require at least one credit hour of formalized instruction and out-of-class 
assignments (i.e., 3-4 weeks of a 14-week semester) focused on teaching and learning the specified 
common goal learning outcomes. Accordingly, course options fulfilling Bridge components may 
be:  

1

Stand-Alone
1+ credit hour 
course focused on 
common goal 
teaching & 
learning, enrolled 
independent of 
other courses

2

Add-On
1 credit hour course 
focused on common 
goal teaching & 
learning, enrolled 
concurrently (optional 
or required) with 
another course

3

Embedded
3+ credit hour course 
where 1 credit hour 
is focused on 
common goal 
teaching & learning

4

Sequenced
Sequence of courses 
where required 
sequence delivers 1 
credit hour of 
common goal 
teaching & learning 
across the sequence

Note: Diversity & Practice courses cannot be combined with Intercultural Exploration courses.



ICC Review

UCC’s Individual Course Committee 
(ICC) will review Diversity & 
Practice courses to ensure that at 
least one credit hour of formalized 
instruction (approximately 3-4 weeks of 
a 14-week semester) is focused on 
teaching and learning intercultural 
knowledge and competence. 

Reviews of the course will consider 
the course:
• Description
• Learning outcomes
• Topics list
• Text/readings
• Key grade factors

Sample Learning Outcomes
• Diversity & Practice component in a health professions course

1. Students will be able to explain how cultural biases and 
rules can influence patient care.

2. Students will be able to describe the cultural diversity and 
individual differences that characterize patients, 
populations, and the health care team.

3. Students will be able to explain the meaning of the term 
“cultural competency” in relation to health care.

4. Students will be able to describe factors involved in 
communicating with patients and health care collaborators 
who are from diverse cultures.

5. Students will be able to empathize with and act in a 
supportive manner that recognizes the feelings of patients 
and other health care professionals from diverse cultures.

6. Students will be able to demonstrate curiosity and 
openness to diverse others in relation to health care.



Diversity 
& Practice: 
Summary

May be offered from any discipline at any 
undergraduate level

Must deliver teaching and learning opportunities to 
achieve all six intercultural knowledge and competence 
learning outcomes.

May be offered in a variety of course formats

Will be reviewed to ensure that at least one credit hour 
of formalized instruction (approximately 3-4 weeks of a 14-
week semester) is focused on teaching and learning 
intercultural knowledge and competence learning 
outcomes.
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